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Sunnyside Gladiolus Gardens
Natick, Mass.

Some Real Bargains in this List of Super-Glads.

Africa: (Gage) New. Pomegranate purple; blotch of Bordeaux (almost black with a white line terminating in a white point through lower petals. Each $0.50.

Bronze Beauty: (Gage) New. A very unusual color. Yellow ground, with fine lines of red so closely woven it produces the bronze coloring. Each 50c.

Cynthia Clough: (Gage) Almost solid Rhodonite pink. Very beautiful. This has been sent out for trial as No. 63.


Mrs. Dr. Norton: White, edges suffused with soft La France pink; sulphur yellow throat. Two silver medals. Dozen $1.50; Each 15c.

Elf: (Diener) Lemon yellow in bud, opening into pure white with lemon yellow lip. Very fine. Dozen $2.00; Each 20c.

Pola Negri: (Diener) Apricot yellow shading into rose and salmon on outer edges. Distinct and beautiful. Each 20c.

Gold: (Dr. Hoeg) Considered by many the best of all yellow glads. Each 53c.


Margaret Lewtas: Cerise red, shading from white in back of throat to dark red in bottom throat, running to red on edges. Certificate of Canadian council of Horticulture. Each 1.00c.

Gloriana: (Betscher) The grandest gladiolus of all the New varieties that I tested this season. A wonderful shade of salmon pink. Each 5.00c.

Gloriosa: (Betscher) Another extra fine gladiolus. Yellow and apricot effect. Distinctive. Each 2.00c.

Cruentus Superba: The best red in my test plot this season. (Betscher) Each 4.00c.

Fern Kyle: Enormous cream colored flowers; ruffled. One of the finest glads ever sent out by Mr. Kundered. Each 2.50c.

Giant Myrtle: (Kundered) Very similar to Myrtle, but much larger flower and better grower and propagator. Stock scarce and in great demand. Each 1.50c.

Mrs. J.C. Grossman: Brenadine red to lighter throat; bases of lower petals paler orange yellow blending to a midrib of cream color. A real self color. Each 2.00c.

Mr. W.H. Phipps: La France pink overlaid with light rose salmon. Flowers enormous. A masterpiece in Gladiolus. The greatest of Mr. Diener's productions. Each 7.00c.

Unbloomed Seedlings. I am offering this year for the first time, blooming size bulbs of seedling gladiolus that have not yet bloomed. These have been raised from hand crossed seed from the finest named varieties and some of my finest unnamed varieties. Grow some of these bulbs and get some new varieties all your own. Dozen 75c; 100, $5.00.

With each $5.00 order select bulbs to the amount of $1.00 extra.
MAURICE FULD

The Magnificent New Giant Flowering

PINK GLADIOLUS

Originated by L. MERTON GAGE

This is one of the grandest varieties ever sent out.

The flowers, which measure six inches across, are of wonderful substance, withstanding the hot sun better than any variety I ever grew, and given a fair chance every bulb will produce a perfect spike of widely expanded flowers of great beauty. The color is rich rose pink, (rose doree), with a blotch of tyrian rose on a pure white throat. (Ridgway).

My friend, the late Maurice Fuld, for whom it is named, pronounced it the best gladiolus he had ever seen, and he was considered one of the most competent judges of gladioli that ever lived.

We have just received from the Gladiolus Test Plot of Mt. Airy Gardens, Laurel, Md., conducted by Charles E. F. Gersdorff, this report: "Gladiolus 'MAURICE FULD' scored as an EXHIBITION variety, 96 points (out of a possible 100), and Commercial variety, 94. Remarks: 'MAURICE FULD' is going to be hard to beat. Chas. E. F. Gersdorff, Washington, D. C."

Strong, young, First size bulbs $3.50 each, Three for $10.00.
ALMA GLUCK
(Gage)

Bright Peach red; lower petals are blotched with sulphur yellow, overlaid at base with lines of scarlet red. Almost self color. This beautiful prim is one of the varieties included in Gersdorff's list of SUPER-Glads in the AMERICAN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY'S Official Bulletin (April 1924) Doz. $5.00 Ea. 50¢.

MARJORIE GAGE
(Gage)

Very large purest white flowers, with large deep scarlet blotch in throat. A real white "PENDLETON", and the only gladiolus I have yet seen that can rightly claim such a description. It is a direct cross of gladiolus "Mrs. Frank Pendleton" on Lemoine's "Prophetesse." Doz. $2.50; Each 25¢.
Mrs. Frank Morton [Gage]

This splendid gladiolus was selected by the late Frank S. Morton of the Portland Evening Express, one of the most noted gladiolus amateurs in this country, as the most beautiful fancy gladiolus in my seedling plot.

Flowers well expanded; 4½ inches across with many open at one time. Pure white, the tips of each petal a beautiful geranium pink. The three lower petals are beautifully marked with a large blotch of pomegranate purple over a throat of sea-foam yellow. Each $2.00.

Primulinus Hybrid SOUVENIR [Jonkheer]

This is, without question, the finest yellow prim. Hybrid ever introduced. A vase of "SOUVENIR" grown from bulbs 1/2 to 3/4 in diameter was awarded a First-Class Certificate of Merit by the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, last August, and also won in three competitive classes. Mr. H. E. Meader, former President of the American Gladiolus Society, and the N. E. Glad. Society, describes it as follows: The deepest, purest yellow yet obtained in gladioli. The intense, clear color of the buttercup. Flowers of good size, great substance, and on invariably straight spikes, opening four perfect flowers at one time, and like most prims. "Souvenir" is a rapid multiplier. One-inch bulbs 35c each; $3.50 a dozen.

(Planting sizes of "SOUVENIR" at wholesale to growers).
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